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Appendix Cl: Memo on Environmental Conflict Resolution by CEQ & OMB 



Executive Office of the President 
Office of:Vtanagernent and Budget 

Dear Secretary/Administrator: 

Executive Office of the President 
Council on Environn1cnta! Quality 

The President strongly supports constrnctive and timely approaches to resolving conflicts when 
they arise over the use, conservation, and restoration of the environment, natural resources, and 
public lands. Consistent with the August 2004 Executive Order on Cooperative Conservation, 
the accompanying Memorandum on Environmental Conflict Resolution sets forth basic 
principles for engaging federal agencies in environmental conflict resolution and collaborative 
problem solving. The statement further directs agencies to increase the effective use of 
environmental conflict resolution and build institutional capacity for collaborative problem 
solving. It provides a useful compilation of mechanisms and strategies that can be used for 
achieving those goals. 

Over the past few years, several agencies have adopted some ofthese mechanisms and strategies 
and have rep01ted progress on improving negotiated outcomes and the implementation of 
agreements. We applaud the leadership those agencies have demonstrated and urge agencies that 
have not begun developing and implementing such approaches to begin that process. 

Your support is critical to the success of the Administration's goal to increase the effective use of 
environmental con11ict resolution and collaborative problem solving. We urge you to actively 
pursue the appropriate mechanisms and strategies enumerated in the accompanying policy 
statement. Thank you for your support in this important undertaking. 

~\_qJJ"'-./ 
Jos~ftfa Bolten 
' Dire tor 

df ce of Management and Budget 

o~.a ...... ._ 
~1mes L. Connaughton ....... . 

(,,-/ ~hairman 
Council on Environmental Quality 

Date: Date: // /~/ C\I""" 
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Office of Management and Budget and President's Council on Environmental Quality 
MEMORANDUM ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONFLICT RESOLUTION 

SECTION 1. PREAMBLE 

(a). Problem. This administration and those that follow will continue to face the challenge of 
balancing competing public interests and federal agency responsibilities when striving to 
accomplish national environmental protection and management goals. This is a fundamental 
governance challenge. This challenge can manifest itself through: 

• Protracted and costly environmental litigation; 
• Unnecessarily lengthy project and resource planning processes; 
• Costly delays in implementing needed environmental protection measures; 
• Foregone public and private investments when decisions are not timely or are appealed; 
• Lower quality outcomes and lost opportunities when environmental plans and decisions 

are not informed by all available infonnation and perspectives; and 
• Deep-seated antagonism and hostility repeatedly reinforced between stakeholders by 

unattended conflicts. 

To address this environmental governance challenge more effectively, federal dcpm1mcntal and 
agency leadership should develop strategies to prevent or reduce environmental conflicts and 
generate opportunities for constructive collaborative problem solving when appropriate. 

(b). Background. fn June 2004, Jim Connaughton, Chairman of the Council on Environmental 
Quality (CEQ) hosted a meeting for senior policy officials and legal counsel from fifteen federal 
departments and agencies actively engaged in environmental issues. The meeting focused on 
preliminary policy direction and strategic program commitments for core federal departments 
and agencies that deal with environmental issues. It presented an opportunity to review 
administration priorities, learn from departmental initiatives already underway, and discuss the 
challenges associated with reducing environmental conflicts and improving environmental 
decision making. 

The leadership meeting included presentations by Secretary Gale No1ton for the Department of 
the Interior and EPA Administrator Michael Leavitt, who shared the progress their organizations 
have made over many years as federal leaders in the use of environmental conflict resolution and 
collaborative problem solving. They both recognized the considerable opportunities that existed 
to expand these approaches to a broader set of environmental policy areas and federal 
departments and agencies. 

(c). Basic Principles of Agency Engagement in Environmental Conflict Resolution and 
Collaborative Problem Solving. These principles were developed collaboratively with senior 
staff from the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Energy, Homeland Security, 
fnterior, Justice, Transportation, Anny, Navy, and Air Force, and the U.S. Environment<1l 
Protection Agency, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the President's Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ) and the U.S. fnstitutc for Environmental Conllict Resolution. The 
principles arc attached to this policy memorandum in Attachment A. 
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These principles draw on over 30 years of collective experience and research on interest-based 
negotiation, consensus building, collaborative management, and environmental mediation and 
conflict resolution. These principles provide guidance for preventing and reducing 
environmental conflicts as well as for producing more effective and enduring environmental 
decisions. 

Tlu·ough this policy, federal agencies arc being summoned to put these principles into effect as 
they increase the use of environmental conflict resolution and other forms of collaborative 
problem solving. 

(d). Policy Authorities. Since 1990, Congress and the Executive branch have encouraged federal 
agencies to increase the use of a wide range of consensual dispute resolution processes to prevent 
and resolve disputes and issues in controversy whenever possible, to enhance the operation of 
government and to better serve the public. Sec the attached list of relevant federal authorities in 
Attachment B. 

In 1998, Congress created the U.S. Institute for Environmental Conflict Resolution of the Morris 
K. Udall Foundation (the U.S. Institute) to assist parties in resolving federal environmental, 
natural resources, and public lands disputes, to increase the appropriate use of environmental 
conflict resolution (ECR), to promote collaborative problem-solving and decision-making during 
the design and implementation of federal policies to prevent and reduce the incidence of future 
environmental disputes, and to increase the appropriate use of environmental conllict resolution 
and the ability of federal agencies and other patiies to engage in ECR effectively. 

Jn 2003, the Attorney General of the United States, in his role as Chairperson of the Intcragency 
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Working Group established in l 998, stated that "ADR 
helps make the government more results-oriented, citizen-centered and provides for effective 
public participation in government decisions, encourages respect for affected parties and nurtures 
good relationships for the future." In 2004, President George W. Bush issued the Executive 
Order on Facilitation of Cooperative Conservation to ensure that "the Dcpaiiments of the 
Interior, Agriculture, Commerce, and Defense and the Environmental Protection Agency 
implement laws relating to the environment and natural resources in a manner that promotes 
cooperative conservation, with an emphasis on appropriate inclusion of local participation in 
Federal decision making, in accordance with their respective agency missions, policies, and 
regulations." 

In 2004, the U.S. Institute conducted a survey of selected federal agencies that have 
environmental and resource decision making responsibilities to determine the extent to which 
they promote and institutionalize the use of ECR and to identify successes and potential barriers. 
The survey revealed considerable variation across the ten responding departments. Among the 
central findings arc that: 

• Some departments and agencies have been engaged for several years in supporting 
collaborative processes and the use ofECR. Others arc increasing their familiarity and 
commitment lo ECR, developing ECR programs and assigning staff. However, several 
departments have yet to designate the specific responsibility for promoting ECR within 
their department or agency. 

• Initiating and engaging in specific ECR processes is oflen hindered by a general lack of 
understanding about ECR and where to access guidance and resources. 
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• The survey respondents identified some 30 statutory and regulatory arenas and a growing 
list of additional program areas where ECR had already been used or could be applied in 
the future, underscoring the potential for much broader use of these processes. 

These survey findings stimulated further senior staff discussions and have prompted the 
following policy guidance. 

SECTION 2. DEFINITION OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONFLICT RESOLUTION 

Under this policy, Environmental Conflict Resolution (ECR) is defined as third-party assisted 
conflict resolution and collaborative problem solving in the context of enviromnental, public 
lands, or natural resources issues or conflicts, including matters related to energy, transportation, 
and land use. The terlll "ECR" encompasses a range of assisted negotiation processes and 
applications. These processes directly engage affected interests and agency decision makers in 
conflict resolution and collaborative problem solving. Multi-issue, multi-party environmental 
disputes or controversies often take place in high conflict and low trust settings, where the 
assistance of impartial facilitators or mediators can be instrumental to reaching agreement and 
resolution. Such disputes range broadly from administrative adjudicatory disputes, to civil 
judicial disputes, policy/rule disputes, intra- and interagency disputes, as well as disputes with 
non-federal persons/entities. ECR processes can be applied during a policy development or 
planning process, or in the context ofrulemaking, administrative decision making, enforcement, 
or litigation and can include conflicts between federal, state, local, tribal, public interest 
organizations, citizens groups and business and industry where a federal agency has ultimate 
responsibility for decision-making. 

While ECR refers specifically to collaborative processes aided by third-party neutrals, there is a 
broad array of partnerships, cooperative arrangements, and unassisted negotiations that federal 
agencies enter into with non-federal entities to manage and implement agency programs and 
activities. The Basic Principles for Agency Engagement in Environmental Conflict Resolution 
and Collaborative Problem Solving presented in Attachment A and this policy apply generally to 
ECR and collaborative problem solving. This policy recognizes the importance and value of the 
appropriate use of all types of ADR and collaborative problem solving. 

SECTION 3. APPLICABILITY 

This policy memorandum applies to all executive branch agencies (as defined by Title 5 USC 
Section I 05) involved in carrying out the National Environmental Policy Act and other laws in 
effect to manage and conserve our environment, natural resources and public lands. 

SECTION 4. POLICY DIRECTION 

(a). Federal agencies should ensure their effective use of ECR and other forms of collaborative 
problem solving consistent with the Basic Principles of Environmental Conflict Resolution and 
Collaborative Problem Solving in Attachment A. 

(b). Given possible savings in improved outcomes and reduced costs of administrative appeals 
and litigation, agency leadership should recognize and support needed upfront investments in 
collaborative processes and conflict resolution and demonstrate those savings in performance 
and accountability measures lo maintain a budget neutral environment. 
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(c). Several mechanisms, strategies, and resources exist to aid agencies in this effort and to build 
internal agency capacity, including those presented in Section 5 and should be drawn on as 
appropriate to each agency. 

( d). Agencies should consider the use of assisted negotiations through ECR when addressing 
environmental conflicts, utilizing their own ECR/ADR staffs, the U.S. Institute, the U.S. 
Department of Justice, or other ECR/ADR organizations, as appropriate. 

(e). Federal agencies arc encouraged to draw on the services of the U.S. Institute to review 
internal mechanisms and strategies for increasing the use of ECR and to assist them in 
developing performance and accountability measures consistent with P.L. l 05-156. 

(f). The Director of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and the Chairman of CEQ 
will convene periodic leadership meetings of dcpm1ments and agencies to advance progress on 
this policy. The U.S Institute shall convene a quarterly interagcncy forum of senior departmental 
staff to provide advice and guidance and facilitate interagency exchange on ECR. 

(g). Federal agencies should report at least every year lo the Director ofOMB and the Chairman 
ofCEQ on their progress in the use ofECR and other collaborative problem solving approaches 
and on their progress in tracking cost savings and performance outcomes. Agencies are 
encouraged to work toward systematic collection of relevant information that can be useful in 
on-going infonnation exchange across departments as fostered by Section 4(e). 

SECTION 5. MECHANISMS AND STRATEGIES TO INCREASE THE EFFECTIVE 
USE OF ECR AND IMPROVE AGENCY CAPACITY 

Federal agencies arc directed to increase the effective use of ECR and build institutional capacity 
for collaborative problem solving. The following mechanisms and strategics are among those 
that can be of use in pursuing these aims. 

(a). Departments/Agencies with Existing or Developing ECR Programs 

(!).Integrate ECR objectives into Agency Mission Statements, Government Pcrfonnance 
and Results Act Goals, and strategic planning through: 

• Identifying relevant GPRA goals and link to agency strategic plans. 
• Aligning plan for implementation of ECR with agency's strategic plan goals 
• Aligning of planning, budgeting, and accountability systems to facilitate 

collaboration. 
• Setting performance goals for increasing use ofECR; explore why goals may not be 

met and what steps are necessary to meet them in the future 
• Tracking annual costs of environmental conflict to the agency and setting goals for 

reduction in such costs 
• Identifying annual resource savings and benefits accrued from collaborative 

solutions 

(2). Assure that Agency's Infrastructure Supports ECR through: 
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• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Drawing on agency dispute resolution specialist and existing agency ADR 
resources pursuant to the Alternative Dispute Resolution Act of 1998 
Providing leadership support 
Setting internal policy directives 
Integrating use of ECR into performance plans 
Creating incentives to increase appropriate use 
Supporting staff outreach, education, and training 
Documenting other useful forms of ADR such as un-assisted principled negotiation 

(3). Invest in Support of Programs through: 
• Assigning staff and direct resources to support programs 
• Perfonning internal self-audit of priority environmental goals or problems and areas 

of expanding or challenging conflict and assess potential value and appropriateness 
for using ECR or other collaborative problem solving processes 
ldenti fying existing program resources and future needs 

• Fostering collaborative leadership at all levels through recruitment and career 
development. 

• Building expert knowledge, skills, and capacity by strengthening intellectual and 
technical expetiise in ECR and collaborative problem-solving. 

• Documenting demonstration projects and dispute system design results 
• Implementing tracking systems for requests for assistance, ECR cases and projects 
• Identifying efficient methods to access project funding 
• Building partnerships with other agency programs 
• Supporting early assessment and assistance for ECR and collaborative problem 

solving so that subsequent savings can occur through improved outcomes and 
reduced administrative appeals and litigation. 

(4). Focus on Accountable Performance and Achievement through: 
• Periodic progress reports 
• Issuing guidance on expected outcomes and resources 
• Conducting program evaluation 
• Conducting ECR case and project evaluation 
• Responding appropriately to evaluation results to improve appropriate usc of ECR. 

(b). Dcpatiments/Agencies without ECR Programs. 

(I) Draw on any of the above mechanisms in 5(a) that may be applicable. For example, 
perform internal audit of areas where environmental conflicts arc occuring; inventory 
annual costs of environmental conflict their their agencies and set goals lo reduce those 
costs; identify annual savings from using collaboration which could be tracked on a 
specific case through evaluation processes 

(2) Demonstrate increased use of ECR by applying lo cases and under conditions 
consistent with the Basic Principles for Agency Engagement in Environmental Conflict 
Resolution and Collaborative Problem Solving in Attachment A. 
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Attachment A. 
Basic Principles for Agency Engagement in 

Environmental Conflict Resolution and Collaborative Problem Solving 

Informed 
Commitment 

Balanced, Voluntary 
Representation 

Group Autonomy 

Informed Process 

Accountability 

Openness 

Timeliness 

Implcmen talion 

Confi1111 willingness and availability of appropriate agency 
leadership and staff al all levels to commit to principles of 
engagement; ensure commitment to participate in good faith 
with open mindset lo new perspectives 

Ensure balanced inclusion of affected/concerned interests; all 
pai1ies should be willing and able to participate and select 
their own representatives 

Engage with all participants in developing and governing 
process; including choice of consensus-based decision rules; seek 
assistance as needed from impartial facilitator/mediator selected by 
and accountable to all parties 

Seek agreement on how to share, test and apply relevant 
information (scientific, cultural, technical, etc.) among participants; 
ensure relevant information is accessible and understandable by all 
participants 

Pat1icipate in the process directly, fully, and in good faith; be 
accountable to all participants, as well as agency representatives and 
the public 

Ensure all participants and public arc JU lly informed in a timely 
manner oflhe purpose and objectives of process; communicate agency 
authorities, requirements and constraints; uphold confidentiality rules 
and agreements as required for particular proceedings 

Ensure timely decisions and outcomes 

Ensure decisions are implementable consislcnl with federal law and 
policy; parties should commit to identify roles and responsibilities 
necessary to implement agreement; pat1ies should agree in advance on 
the consequences of a party being unable to provide necessary 
resources or implement agreement; ensure parties will take steps to 
implement and obtain resources necessary to agreement 
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Attachment B. 
ADR and ECR Authorities; Policies 

• Administrative Dispute Resolution Act of 1996 (ADRA) 
• Regulatory Negotiation Act of 1996 
• Contract Disputes Act of 1978, as amended 
• Alternative Dispute Resolution Act of 1998 
• Environmental Policy and Conflict Resolution Act of 1998 (P.L. 105-156) 
• Executive Order 12988, "Civil Justice Reform" (February 5, 1996) 
• Presidential Memorandum, "Designation of lntcragency Committee to Facilitate and 

Encourage Use of Alternative Means of Dispute Resolution and Negotiated Rulcrnaking" 
(May l, 1998) 

• Environmental Policy and ConOict Resolution Advancement Act of2003 (P.L. 108-160) 
• Executive Order 13352, "Facilitation of Cooperative Conservation" (August 4, 2004) 
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Appendix C2: POGO Gold Mine EIS 



POGO GOLD MINE EIS 
EPA GOVERNMENT-TO-GOVERNMENT CONSULTATION PLAN 

The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has invited 13 potentially affected Alaska Native 
tribes to participate in the evaluation of the environmental affects of the proposed Pogo Gold Mine 
38 miles northeast of Delta Junction, Alaska. This evaluation will take place over the course of 
the coming year through the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). 

In addition to the NEPA-based scoping effort, pursuant to Executive Order 13084 (Consultation 
and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments) EPA has undertaken a concerted government
to-government consultation effort on the Pogo EIS project. 

"'Consultation' means the process of seeking, discussing, and considering the 
views of federally recognized tribal governments at the earliest time in EPA 
Region 1 O's decision-making. Consultation generally means more than simply 
providing information about what the agency is planning to do and allowing 
comment. Rather, consultation means two-way communication that works 
toward a consensus reflecting the concerns of the affected federally recognized 
tribe(s)." 

US EPA Region 10 Consultation Procedures 
Tribal Consultation Framework 
February 4, 2000 

Thirteen tribes are considered to be potentially affected by the proposed Pogo Gold Mine by virtue of their 
location 1) within a 125-mile radius of the proposed Pogo Mine site, or 2) within the potentially affected Tanana 
River watershed. These are: 

Circle Native Community 
Dot Lake Village Council 
Healy Lake Tribal Council 
Manley Village Tribal Council 
Mentasta Traditional Council 
Native Village of Eagle 
Native Village of Minto 
Native Village of Tanana 
Nenana Native Village 
Northway Traditional Council 
Tanacross Village Council 

_ Tetlin Village Council 
Tok Traditional Council 

The participation of these tribes in this EIS process is very important. In listening to the tribes during 
Scoping Phase consultations, it was determined that the following meaningful opportunities for 
participation by tribal governments should be incorporated into the EIS process in order to meet 
EPA's working definition of Tribal Consultation. Unfortunately, EPA has no travel or per diem 
monies available for the tribes or the general public on this project. The estimated dates 
presented in this plan may change slightly, but it does provide the Tribes and the Agencies with a 
roadmap noting at what milestones in the EIS process it will be important to consult. 
EPA Region I 0 
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Government-to-Government Consultation Plan 

Scoping Document mailed to Potentially Affected Tribes August 2000 

The Scoping Document describes the extent of the applicant's proposed Pogo Gold Mine project as 
understood today by EPA. It provides a preliminary identification of significant issues that will be 
addressed in the EIS. We asked the tribes to review this document and let us know if there are 
any additional issues that they would like the EIS to address. 

Consultation with Healy Lake Tribal Council to 
Identify Issues VIiiage of Healy Lake 

September 2000 

The proximity of the village of Healy Lake to the Pogo Gold Mine prospect and this community's 
demographics indicated that it would be appropriate for representatives of the EIS team to travel 
there to meet with the Healy Lake Tribal Council. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the 
proposed scope of the EIS effort and to record any additional issues or concerns that the village 
residents wished to see addressed in the EIS study process. 

Consultation with Tribal Representatives to Identify 
Issues Delta Junction 

September 2000 

EPA invited tribal representatives to meet with the permitting agencies prior to the general public 
Scoping Open house in Delta Junction in September. A meeting space at the Delta Junction 
Library Oust off the Richardson Highway on the western end of downtown Delta Junction) was 
reserved and Meet-Me Teleconference lines and times were scheduled and noticed to all the 
tribes by e-mail, fax and voice. No tribal representatives responded to the invitations, but Tanana 
Chiefs Conference Environmental Section's Diana Ervin from Tok did attend. At this meeting the 
scope of the proposed project was discussed and, most importantly, Diana listed her thoughts and 
concerns about the proposed project's potential impacts. The minutes of this meeting provided 
the permitting team with a good list of potential impacts for the EIS Team's scientists and 
engineers to consider as they begin the evaluation of the project's possible affects. 

Delta Junction Scoping Open House 
Fairbanks Scoping Open House 

Tribal representatives were invited to these two meetings as well. The general public open houses 
covered many of the same issues that we were addressed in detail with the TCC regional 
environmental representative earlier in the afternoon, and then with the tribal representatives in 
the telephonic consultation that would follow. The only difference is that the general public is 
invited to these meetings as well. The public will be asked to look at displays and maps 
describing the proposed project and talk to the EIS team informally from 5:00 to 6:30 - and then 
there will be formal public testimony from anyone who wishes to speak - including tribal 
representatives - starting at 6:30 PM. 

Follow-up Telephonic Consultation with Tribes to 
Identify Issues 

EPA Region IO 
Alaska Operations Office 

October 2000 
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EPA scheduled and provided the tribes with a teleconference number to join in a wrap-up discussion with the 
other potentially affected tribal entities and EPA This was scheduled several days after the formal meetings in 
order to give the tribal representatives time to reflect on the formal scoping proceedings, and to discuss them 
informally with other members of their respective tribes. This will be an opportunity to identify any additional 
issues and clarify earlier comments. 

Agency I Tribal Meeting To Set Evaluation Criteria with 
Applicant 
Seattle, Washington 

October 2000 

Tribal representatives were invited to participate in a joint meeting of the EPA, other participating state and federal 
agencies, the applicant, and the EIS consultants that ran for two days. On 10/25/00, EPA began working 
intensively with all of these cooperating entities to develop evaluation criteria for issues to be studied as 
identified in the scoping process. The purpose of the meeting was 1) to discuss issues raised during the 
scoping process by the tribes, the public and the agencies, and 2) to set evaluation criteria to guide the 
environmental analysis that will be recorded in the EIS. No tribal members attended the meeting in person or 
by way of the teleconference that had been arranged and noticed. Issues raised by the tribes in the September 
Healy Lake Tribal consultation were integrated into these discussions by the EPA Tribal Office representative 
assigned to this project and other members of the EIS team. 

Refine and Adopt Scoping Issues November 2000 

With the assistance and advice of Tanana Chiefs Conference (TCC) telephone contact was made 
with tribal representatives in the potentially affected villages to ensure that they had received all 
previous mailings, e-mails and faxes, and to identify any questions or concerns that they might 
have regarding 1) the EIS process or 2) the scope of the applicant's project. Then, at the request 
of several Tribes, a joint tribal teleconference/consultation was scheduled for 11/9/00. This 
consultation was well-attended and resulted in a detailed list of issues that the tribes wished to 
see addressed in the EIS. 

Review Baseline Information for Adequacy June 2000 - Mar 2001 

In November the Tribes requested a copy of the baseline reports that would form the background against which 
potential impacts would be measured. They especially want to review those baseline reports on those topics 
which they have especially in-depth knowledge, in particular, Cultural Resources, Water Quality, Wildlife and 
Socioeconomics. Once these reports have been delivered to the Tribes by the Applicant, the Tribes will 
consult with EPA if they have questions or concerns regarding the adequacy of the baseline data. If it is 
determined that additional baseline data needs to be collected, it will be collected in May 2001. 

Adopt Evaluation Criteria and Develop Alternatives December 2000 

Based on the issues and concerns raised during the Scoping Phase, the EIS team will develop draft evaluation 
criteria that will serve to judge whether or not the various development alternatives studied address the 
concerns raised by the Tribes, the Agencies and the public. The Alternatives to be studied will be defined 
based on the issues raised during scoping as well. The Tribes will have an opportunity to contribute to the 
EPA Region 10 
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development of the evaluation criteria and to review them. Specifically, EPA will distribute copies of the Draft 
Evaluation Criteria to all of the Tribes and then follow-up by telephone to inquire as to whether or not the 
criteria adequately address the Tribes issues as raised during Scoping. 

Review Draft Scoping Responsiveness Summary January 2001 

The EIS team will draft a Scoping Responsiveness Summary (SRS) that will clearly describe the ways in which the 
information received from the Tribes will be incorporated into the EIS evaluation process. Specifically, the 
SRS will summarize all tribal comments received, identify issues and options, describe the evaluation criteria, 
list sources for detailed project information, describe opportunities for involvement in the EIS process after 
scoping, and list a variety of communication options. The Tribes will have the opportunity to review the SRS 
and consult with EPA as to any questions or concerns they might have regarding how the SRS reflects the 
issues they have raised regarding the proposed project. Specifically, EPA will schedule a teleconference to 
discuss the SRS with the Tribes and then relay any and all additional concerns raised to the EIS team. 

Review Cultural Resources Impact Identification Process March 2001 

The COE archeologist assigned to evaluate potential cultural resource impacts for the Section 106 
process will travel to Healy Lake or Tanacross and other potentially affected villages if requested 
to discuss the process whereby potentially impacted cultural I historic sites will be identified and 
mitigated. The process discussed will be recorded in a Memorandum of Agreement that will be 
signed by the Tribes and participating agencies. This MOA will serve as the guiding document for 
disposition of any and all cultural I historic sites identified in areas proposed to be disturbed by the 
proposed Pogo Gold Mine and support facilities. 

Review Screening Process Document 

The EIS Team will draft a Screening Process Document (SPD) that describes the screening process whereby all 
options are analyzed according to the criteria developed based on input from the tribes, agencies and public 
during scoping. Again, the Tribes will have the opportunity to review the SPD and consult with EPA as to any 
questions or concerns they might have regarding how adequately the SPD reflects the issues they have raised 
regarding the proposed project. Specifically, EPA will schedule a teleconference to discuss the SPD with the 
Tribes and then relay any and all additional concerns raised to the EIS team. 

Face-to-Face Consultation in Fairbanks April 2001 

EPA will host a face-to-face consultation inviting all 13 of the potentially affected Tribes in Fairbanks on April 16, 
2001 in order to discuss EIS process issues, potential access impacts and alternatives, cultural resource 
baseline adequacy, and other issues raised by the Tribes. 

Discuss Impacts of PDEIS Alternatives and Corrective Measures May 2001 

This represents an opportunity for the Tribes to review and then discuss the Preliminary Draft EIS (PDEIS) with the 
Agencies and the EIS Team before the Draft EIS is released to the general public. The draft will be delivered 
to the Tribes four weeks prior to the scheduled discussion to allow them time to review the document. Issues 
or concerns that they might wish to raise to EPA regarding the alternatives, the potential impacts described in 
the document or the proposed corrective measures (mitigation strategies) can be raised at that time - early in 

EPA Region 10 
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the evaluation process. After the joint meeting, EPA will follow-up with the Tribes individually to ensure that 
any additional information they wish to convey is received. All concerns raised by the Tribes will be conveyed 
directly to the EIS Team and addressed in the next draft. 

Opportunity to Comment During Public Draft EIS Review Process June 2001 

The Draft EIS (DEIS) will be published for public review after the Tribes comments on the Preliminary 
Draft EIS have been addressed and the revised draft (the DEIS) has been produced. EPA will 
organize a teleconference with the potentially affected Tribes wherein EPA will accept comments 
from the Tribes on the DEIS. A summary of Tribal comments on the DEIS will be posted at the 
DEIS public hearings in both Delta Junction and Fairbanks for viewing and consideration by the 
general public. The Tribes will also have the opportunity to attend the public hearings at both 
locations and comment in person. 

Discuss Preliminary Final Environmental Impact Statement and 
Corrective Measures 

November 2001 

As soon as the next draft - the Preliminary Final EIS (PFEIS) - is completed, it will be delivered to the 

Tribes. After a two-week review period, they will have a scheduled consultation with the Agencies, 
the Applicant, and the EIS Team wherein they will have an early opportunity to voice any 
outstanding concerns that they might have. Again, EPA will follow-up the joint meeting with a 
tribal teleconference to ensure that all concerns are expressed (and then relayed to the EIS 
Team) prior to the drafting and publication of the final EIS and then, ultimately, the issuance of the 
Record of Decision. 

EPA Region 10 
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Appendix C3: NEPA as a Collaboration Tool Power Point 
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AGREED ON AGREED ON SOLVING STRATEGY 

I y· Y. ... COMMAND-CONTROL 

II 
- - - . 

COLLABORATIVE y N 

III N .·N COLLABORATIVE 

Adapted from, Leadership Without Easy Answers, by Ronald Heifetz · 

- ------------



. . . . . 

GOVERNMENT DE.CIStQN. Mt\KlNG tS · 

·.·DIFFICULT 

o Value Decisions . 

. • What's right? . · 

o Technical Decisions 
• What's best?·· 

O Political Decisions. · 

• What will fly? . 



o- Data 
Lack of data 
Miscom.munications 
Wrong or irrelevant 

-o -Structural 
- Accountability 

Roles 
Decision making 
procedures 

o ReJationshi ps -
Lack of trust 
Mis._expectations 
Povver imbalance -

o-- Behavioral 
Non""adult 

o·-values 
Right or wrong 

---------------------



- . ' . -

. Scoring the>Qprr1wlexity . . 
' ' _, - ' ·' - - ,·_. ...... ' '" - ' ' ' ·, 

Factors 
o # of .Parties : 
o #·of Issues: 

· ·. o Duration: 

o Stakes: 
· . o. Clarity : 

RC1ting Scale ...•... 1 ·•·-··· .. ·4. 
. 2-- Over 10 

·•· 1- Over 7. 
Fresh ~ Old· 

·. Low for all/High for all ·. 
Distinct and Separable or· 

Not 
o Relationships: Good/Poor . ··. 
o Type of Issue: ··Not deeply rooted/Is 
· o Context: . Isolated/Explosive 



. . 

· · ·· .·· .. ·· .. Rating Scale .· 

o· 8 - 12 · 
· · o.13 - 20 

' .. ·. - . 

021 -·27···. 

027 -·32· 

· NoSweat· 
· · . Challenging .· · 

. Tough· 
· World C.lass Conflict 



The .·context for.Collaboration 
on NEPA 

·(orother public issues) . 

--- ------- --- -- ·-··-----·-···--·-·---··-·-·------ -------------------------------



MULTI-PARTY.DECISION MAKING 
' ' ' . 

-. (no one organization/individual 
gets-·•- tomake•·the• decision)<··· 

Examples for Using Collaboration --
- - -

• -Land- Use and Planning 
.. ' '·- -· ' ' . 

• Facility Siting/Transportation 
• Environmental 
• Enforcement -- -

-• Regulations 
. _-_ • Permitting (resource development, 

transportation) -
• Policy 
• Program --

------------- -----------------------



: . . ' 

---wl-IY• VVORKING with the-_ COMMUNITY-
-- --ISlMPORTANT -

. . . -· . .. - . 

• To in.corporate public- -- -
.concerns -nee.ds-and values 

- - - - - - _, ----- -- -- - - - - .- - -- - -

into governmental decision-- __ - ---
making. The-- publlc<wants .to 

--shape and influen<:e df:!.C:isions 
-that affect them-- ''for--the 
people by the>people. '' -

- -- --------- ------- ------~--



· .. · WHY WORKING TOGETHER>lS IMPORTANT ·· 

. •• People feel a sense<of not -
· · being in charg.e of their own • 
· _ destiny Wh.e·n government _ . 
-steps in. Wo.rking wlththem .• - · 
lessens the sense<of 

.. - - - -.. - - - '' .--._ --:: - ,,, - ' . - . ' 

.- powerlessness by bringing 
-··people together to- solve 
problems of common concern. 

- -- ---- ----- . - - ---------·---· ---- - ---



. . 

. Three.Government· · 
Decision>•Makir1g l\lle>dels< · 

Co.mpromise: · Ni().One<VVins 

Majo·rity Rules:··• 
· .. 51°/oWinner.Takes All .· 
49°/o Comin' Back to\Get Ya' · · 

· c1 Collaborative/Community· 
• .. · ... Problem. s.olving:· · 

Greatest Potential to Find· 
·Implementable Solutions 

--- ··---------- ----------- ---- --------- --------





. - . . - - - ' _, - _,, -

No matterwherein decision process,· 
can only change the future -th~.refore ·· · 
need to be in a uplanning mode" to . 
resolve issues/make decisions · 

Intervention Strategies 

------------ ------- --



T.·.WO APPROA.Ct-IES FO. R.· .. · .... 
MAKING··· oec1SIONS•.····AN·D·.···· 

. TALKING ABOUT Pl.lBl.IClSSUES. 

·o EXCLUSIV.E: Afew people/intere~ts 
.. decide and iropose thelr<decisions 

. . 

. . • . •. . .· . . .. . .. ·. ·. . •.. . ... ·. . .· .·. . . . • 

o INCLUSIVErand COLLABORATIVE: 
' ' ·-. - ' ' ' - . ' . '" -_ ,' ' '---: ' - - - ' ' ' -· 

Broacler.participatioll, more interests and· 
peoplejointly making decisions · · 
Requires learning new comll'lullication skills 

··and procedures · 
- ' ' ' 

o Facilitation, Consensus Building, Mediation · 
· o Focus on Interests NOT Positions 



· · Characteristics .of 
- -- ' - ' __ - -- ; ', - - ·, -- ' -' - -_- _, 

Collaborative Problem . 
·.Solving.· 

---------------------- --------- ------------- - - ---------------



- --

_- - 3 Elements of Collaboration 

··_·Inclusive 
·.·{Usual and Unusual Voices) .. 

• -Constructive Process 

.. · Good Information -
. Agreed-u.pon experts·_ inform. the process 

- ------------------



- -

Focus. on ·-1NTERESTS ·not 
-- POSITIONS 

' - --.- ".,. - - - _, - ·-' 

. . . . ' . . . 
- . 

o··poslTlONS: Something you decide. 
_ upon. Typically, what you state as your· 
_ preferred outcome<to a situation. 

.. . -- . . 

· o INTERESTS: Underlying-reason, 
concerns, motivation behind your - · 
-position. Often- uncovered by asking · 
"WHY?" (Why i.s that important?)_ 

----------- ----- ------------------- -





cO•t1-A·BO·.RAT•IVE·.···ATTIT·u···oE·•·· 

· •. Willing to learn 

• Willing .to cooperate 

• Willing to seek or. createsolutio.ns that· 
.meet an opponent's needs too. 

• Willing to follow-through; crE!dlbllity 
· . and integrity · . . . . 

• Willing to act respectfully.; taking t.ul"ns · 

• Advocates -:f:. Adversaries · 

• Collaboration -:/:. Compromise 

--------- ····--·--······--····· -- -------



. - . . - ·._ -· . ' 

··coLLABORATION<;t: COMPROMISE 

. - ·--.. ----------~-------------------·-



.. · .. COLLABORATIVE 
•.. APPROACH······· 

o A preconceived commitment to work 
together 

o Al[ those approaches where someone is · · . 
. . · . not telling you what to do· 

. . .. . . . ' 

. o Includes conflicting perspectives .. 

· o Receptive to unexpected outcomes 

o Getting more of what's most important to 
you (but not getting everything) 

------------- __ ._ __ "·-··-··--------------- ---------



· · ·.. Public. Involvement .. ·· 
. - ' ' 

··scenarios··. 
. . 

··for NEPA and · 

Other ·Complex Issues 

---·-·-------------------------



. . . 

Scenario 1 for NEPA Public·· 
· · Involvement Proc.ess-Conventlonal 

ADNR 

ADEC 

· 1 Typically, one agency is I 

·• .. I Lea? _and .the ultin1ate I 
USACE I dec1s1on maker .. · •... · .. 1 · 

·~ 
r----'--------~ 
I Public Participation .· I 
J Using Public Hearings .. I 
i (e.g., 3 minutes) approx 3 I 

opportunities throughout I 

process i 



S.cenarlo·.2totNEPA Public·· · 
. ··lnvolvement>Process-Collaborative 

· Other 
Local ADNR Lake&Penn. 

Borough 

Other 
. Stakeholders 

·EPA 
Tribal 
Gov'ts 

Additional Public Participation-Public Hearings 
approx 3 opportunities throughout process 

--------------- ---

·· Multi-Stakeholders 
Workgroups 



· ·. Considerations for Working · 
· Collaboratively··· ·· . 

• How much time .will it take? . 
' . ' . . . . - _.- •'· 

• · How w.ill process be paid for? 
• Should stakeholders' time be paid for; 

if so how?··· · . . . 
" ' ; ' . ' - ' 

• ·How will stakehc)lders' ensure · 
consistent parttc.ipation? 

• How can process be structured to 
ensure confidence by all in the 
process? 



Beneflt.s of Working Collaboratively 
with Commun.ities··anCI Partners 

• Improves q.uality of decisions · 
- ' ' - - ' 

• Minimizes cost.and delay. 
- - - ' 

• Builds >agreement .· ·.• . .. ·.. . . . 
' - - . -_ - ' ' 

• ·Increases ease of implementing· .. 
• Avoids worst-case c.onfrontations 

- \ - --

• Maintains· credibility and legitimacy 
• Anticipates public concerns and 

attitudes 
• Develops public··knowledge and .. 

creativity 

- ---- ------------- ----- -----



Appendix C4: Government to Government Consultations & NEPA PowerPoint 



Government to Government 
Consultations 

and NEPA 

RD 293 
Bristol Bay Campus 

Presented by 
Margaret (Meg) King 

Program Manager 
Resource Solution$/LJA.J\. / •········· 



11 TRUST RE.SPO:NJSIBl!LITY. -· 
• µnder t~he Jrust dactrine .. th.e U .. S. has. charg.ed 

1.tself with moral ab.hgat1ans of the highest 
responsibility and trust'·' 

T'RE.ATIES 
• Tr./ibes c.e. ded. vast aboriginal. lands t.a,the U.S. in 

exch<!-nge far the federar government ~ solemn 
praft!rse ta prqtect the r1gllts of ~he Tr1~es ta 
continue ta exist as s.elf-govern1ng nations .... 

Indigenous Peoples Subcommittee 
November 2000 

"---·~--" -·~ ---./ - ·', -

-------~ -----------·· 



G.or .vie· ·r··nr ·m·: •e. ··n· .t' t·o,. G·'" ~Qr ··V'e· ·f·'n· ·m· r ·en· ·t· ~·~ ' .~> .. / -~ .'. ' ; _.' : ; -~; j ~ ·.'. :~ '-~ ,,-~ ~/ ./ -~;; 1 ; _] _; : __l ,/' __ l ~ _,,; 

Legal Basis 
!V 

Trust Responsibilities also are based on: 

il1l Acts of Congress 
ill! Approved Treaties 
llll Approved IRA's 

Executive Acts/Orders 
'" Executive Memorandum on GtG Relations with Native American Tribal 

Governments April 29, 1994 
llll Directed Federal Agencies to interact with Tribes in GtG relationship- meaning not 

as an interest group or as a general member of public 

11 Court Decisions 
B As early as 1830 recognized that tribes possess inherent sovereignty, 

meaning that it comes from within the tribe, and existed before the 
founding of the U.S. 

~ Federal agencies, not just BIA have trust responsibilities 

Indigenous Peoples Subcommittee 
November 2000 

--------------------- - --- ·---- -------· --------------------- ------------



F'e-·d'e·r··'a, ;I· L. a· ·w··. \.15 R•···· ~e·qr iu· ·1~r.,·1~n·· lQ' · T·· :'r,,1ib~ ·ay ·I· --- --; ~ - -- -; ; r-- \ i . , r ; f / "'"' : --· ·;; ., ! '. ; j i ~ 1 j ; ; ; 1 , i ,_ : . 
" _,/ --- - •. ~ -' -'-"-"" _ _;_ --.-------- -"'-· -"' ... --~ ---- -- ,j . ! - _,, -~ -· -' _, " ::0-) -- --· - "'!!'.I' -""-· -~ 

~ .::o-' 

Con:SUJltation: 
• National Environme.ntal Policy· Act (NEPA) 
• National H.istoric Preservation Act - Section 

106 
Nativ·e American G.raves Protecti,on and 
Repatriation Act 

• f e,deral Power Act (FERG) 
• Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 
11 lnterm.odal Surface Transp.ortation Efficiency 

Act of 1991 and TEA 21 (1998) 
11 Alaska Nation.al Interest Lands Conservatio.n 

Act 

~ • ' , - ' - -- I" ' ,_ --;,._-:,_._: _,;:, -- -·---·; --- ____ _,_ ---,-=-· 

----- - ---------------------- -



• Public Particip)ati:on: - a m:ea.n,s to 
.. f' b t d f' t· t'• : -' ; : r _-r· _,,. __ ,,. : ,-- '. ,' ,- -: ' - ," : ' -r -. r _- /' : - -. ' ___ ' :' : - : : : ' : : :f' _r - / : ( ~ ; : _, : _, : -1n.o.m a.~t);U p.ropose·.· .u ure ac·1ons 

• Tr·ibal Con.sultation. - a col!taborati:vl9 
e.;tt·~c)rt· • betwe· .e.n· · the· fe.d··· 'e,r··a-1 g· .•O:V/e.rn1m" · •e;n· t 

,. ' ~ • ~ . ,.. ~ - ' • !-' ~ • , ' • --~ ' ~ ~' .'!7 _, ' -· - ~ ' 0-<" ' • • - ' _;..- • -

. .-

and: tribes that seeks to reach consensus 
O.n· · h:o· W1 t·n. p· .r··nc· e·.e·d· _,;~-- J:_~// .U· J,\Ji~;_~7;_; 

Indigenous Peoples Subcommittee 
November 2000 

;~::,~-) __ j':_:::_, ~::.,.,~ :~:-_._-"-____ 

' :::._ .-·-- ' _; - . . -- -: -_ _ : ' '; -,' -~ - -· ~, -· 







• NEP-~A· IS, a--b-;o-;U' .t- m--,3_ :k'"in·g--d--'e-,c-.is-~on-s. to 
. { - --~ - /' / , ' ' "' ' ' • _,. - - , _ _v ~ > -~· -~ ' ' ~ .• .-

"' 
m,i·n,imi-ze and1 mitigate environjmental 
i'mpacts 

-~::;~~--·.;; -: ~-) '.:: - !-_: 
;'_·j~ .· '-::;:.:·:_:, . -,.; ,:_-_J'~: ·:._ ~'.,. ,: __ ,-_ '.; _,~ _-_ J-~- ~ -7 

---- ------------------------------ -- -- - ---



Wh:at dioes NEPA say?, 

• Section 101 
• P1hilosophy and Spirit of NEPA 

Section 102 
•Procedural Requirements of NEPA (ENEIS process) 

S t. 103 • - ' ' ' ~ , : , , : : , I/ ~, ec ion .. ; 
Establish Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ) 

------------- ----------- -- ---------------------



• Estab:lishes policy and goals of the Federal 
Government 
Cooperate with State and Local 
Q.overnment and other concerned public 
and private organizations 

11 Use all practicable means and measu.res, 
. I d.. f'" .. I d. t h .. I inc u ,1ng 1nanc1a an . ·ec · n1ca 
assistance ..... to create and mai:ntain 
conditions under which man and nature 

.. t .. d t•' h can exrs · 1n pro uc :1ve · armony ..... 

,- : =..-:::: =._, _;_.·:_; =- _J ::._,,_ .'... ~' __,_- - :-.: 

_)"·;]_,~,-·:: '., ,, _ _,--_,~_-_,, , ''.,'-:.. ~--)":;;; 

- --- -- ------------------------------------------·---------



Section102'.: -~ __ !!7 -~ ..,, ·' ~ ' - -· ~ ---• -· 

Pr,ocedu,r/all Req1uir,em:ent:s oif' N!EPA 

11 Ca,t·eg/ ,or·ica-I E·· •x'C· .l.u· s1·on, s -~-- ~""-- --~--- -~ .,.y ~ -~ 
d 

• Are identified as. having the least 
environm.e:ntal impact 

• Envi!r,onmien:tal Assessm:en:ts 
•Are conducted to determine is significant 

environmental impacts will occu.r 

• E·n· ·v11":r···o, ·n'm': ··e· ·n· ·t·a· ·I• l·m· , 'P' ·a·C· ·t·' s· ·t·a· ,t•·e··m·-l ·e·n' 't··s .. - ; ; : / i ~ -~) j ; ~ : ·=--' .: ! -,, -~; ~ j ; : ,: ~) '":., ,_/ ', _J -~ ~ ~ '~ :,,- ; ~ ! '!:/;: .i '_, ~ 

•Are w·ritten when significant im.pacts to the 
environment will result due to proposed 
project 

,-, ... •w-.-- •.',/ • r •-• • r C , • - ' -- - - , - : _, ~ - . -::; 

---------------------



Se:ction.1J Oi2: 
P'roce:du.r,al R.eq1uJiJr·ements of NEP·A 

• Categ,orical Exclusions (CE''s. or CA T-X) 
• Are not considered m,ajor federal actions 

and have no m.easurable impacts on the 
human environment · 

• Therefore neither an Environmental 
Assessment (EA) or an Environm:ental 
Imp.act State,ment (EIS) are required 

• Standard operating p.rocedures have 
been established on how to address 
CE's 

--------------------------------



• Envir,onmental. Assessments 
w·ill th:e Federal; A.ction. r,es.u1lt in 
a si1gn:i1fican1t en:vir,on1mien:tal 
l.,m( ,· ·P·.( ,a~. ct?/ 

"'~O/ ~--·· 

~ If no, th.e. agency issues a Finding on. No 
Significant Impact (FONSI) 

~ If yes, the ag'ency i:ssues a Mitigated 
FONSI, or p.repares an EIS 

----- ---------------------- ------------------------ - -



11 E.nvironmental l·mpact Statement 
e All agencies of the Federal. Government shall include 

a detailed statement of impacts. 

11 Steps in the Process 
o Proposal by Federal Agency or external applicant 
o Notice of Intent (NOi) 

~ Scoping (Public & Tribal) 
iilil Preliminary Draft EIS Available for Review (Tribal) 

o Draft EIS - Available for Review (Public & Tribal) 
• Preliminary Final EIS Available for Review (Tribal) 

!1iil Final EIS -Available for Review 

• Record of Decision (permits and mitigation required) 
~ Appeals Period 

-' ! - J -; _,) - ) ,..· ' -

. - --------- ---------- ----~· ·------~ 



Federal Laws 
Clean Water Acct (CWA) 
Clear Air Act (CAA) 
Safe Drinking Water Act (SOWA) 
Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA) 
Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) 
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (WSRA) 
Endangered Species Act (ESA) 
National Historic Preservation Act (NHRA) 
Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) 
Magnuson-Stevens Fisheries Management Act 

------------ - ------ ----~------



Appendix CS: EPA NEPA & Tribal Involvement Power Point 



·-------------------··-··-··········~ 
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APPENDIX 

Appendix D: Documents Accessed for Technical Reviews 



Appendix D: Docnments Assessed for Technical Reviews 



Appendix D. Documents Accessed for Technical Reviews 

Reports 
Duffield, John; Patterson, David; Neher, Chris; and Scott Goldsmith 
2006 Economics of Wild Salmon Watersheds: Bristol Bay, Alaska. Report prepared for 

Trout Unlimited. 

Fall, James; Holen, Davin; Davis, Brian; Krieg, Theodore and David Koster 
ND Subsistence Harvests and Uses of Wild Resources in Iliamna, Newhalen, Nondalton, 

Pedro Bay, and Port Alsworth, Alaska, 2004. Technical Paper No. 302 (Draft dated 
March 2006). Juneau: ADF&G Subsistence Division. 

NDM 
2004 Pebble Project Baseline Research Study Design 
2004 Pebble Project Baseline Study Plan 
2004 Pebble Project Baseline Research Progress Report 
2005 Pebble Project Baseline Research Study Plan 
2005 Pebble Project Baseline Research Progress Report 
2006 Pebble Project Baseline Research Study Plan 

Other materials 
Letter reviews of 2004 Research Progress Reports - US Fish and Wildlife, EPA, National 
Park Service 

Letter reviews of 2005 Research Study Designs - US Fish and Wildlife, EPA, National 
Park Service 


